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Abstract
Two new existence results are presented for time scale boundary value problems on in%nite intervals. The %rst is based
on a growth argument and the second on an upper and lower solution idea. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let T (time scale) be a closed subset of R. De%ne the forward (respectively, backward) jump
operator at t for t ¡ supT (respectively, for t ¿ inf T) by
(t)= inf{¿ t: ∈T} (respectively; (t)= sup{¡ t: ∈T})
for all t ∈T. We assume throughout that T has the topology that it inherits from the standard
topology on R.
If a¡b are points in T, then we let
[a; b] = {t ∈T: a6 t6 b}:
Throughout this paper a∈T is %xed, and we assume that there exists tn ∈T, n∈{1; 2; : : :} ≡ N,
with
a¡ t1¡t2¡ · · ·¡tn¡ · · · with tn ↑ ∞ as n→∞:
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Let
[a;∞)=
∞⋃
n=1
[a; tn]:
In this paper, we are interested in establishing the existence of solutions to the time scale boundary
value problem
yDD(t) + f(t; y((t)))= 0 for t ∈ [a;∞);
y(a)= 0;
y(t) is bounded for t ∈ [a;∞);
(1.1)
where a∈T is %xed. To understand (1.1) we need to recall some standard de%nitions (see [1,2,7–11]
for an introduction to this subject).
Denition 1.1. Fix t ∈T. Let y : T→ R. Then we de%ne yD(t) to be the number (if it exists) with
the property that given ¿ 0 there is a neighborhood U of t with
|[y((t))− y(s)]− yD(t)[(t)− s]|¡|(t)− s|
for all s∈U . We call yD(t) the derivative of y(t).
Denition 1.2. If FD(t)=f(t) then we de%ne the integral by∫ t
a
f()D=F(t)− F(a):
Time scale boundary value problems on the %nite interval have received a lot of attention in
the literature (see [2,4–6,8,9]). However, to our knowledge, this is the %rst paper discussing
time scale boundary value problems on the in%nite interval. Two existence results will be pre-
sented, one based on a nonlinear alternative of Leray–Schauder type [3] and the other on Schauder’s
%xed point theorem [3]. For the convenience of the reader, we state these two results
here.
Theorem 1.1. Let C be a convex subset of a Banach space E; and let U be an open subset of
C with 0∈U . Then every compact; continuous map N : HU → C has at least one of the following two
properties:
(A1) N has a :xed point in HU ; or
(A2) there is an x∈ @U and ∈ (0; 1) with x= Nx.
Theorem 1.2. Let K be a convex subset of a Banach space E and N :K → K a compact;
continuous map. Then N has a :xed point in K .
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2. Existence
Let a∈T. Consider the time scale boundary value problem
yDD(t) + f(t; y((t)))= 0 for t ∈ [a;∞);
y(a)= 0;
y(t) is bounded for t ∈ [a;∞):
(2.1)
Throughout this section we assume that there exists tn ∈T, n∈N, with
a¡ t1¡t2¡ · · ·¡tn¡ · · · with tn ↑ ∞ as n→∞:
Two existence results will be established in this section, one based on a growth argument and the
other based on the idea of upper and lower solutions.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose the following conditions are satis:ed:
f : [a;∞)× R→ R is continuous; (2.2)
|f(t; u)|6(t)w(|u|) on [a;∞)× R with w¿ 0 continuous
and nondecreasing on [0;∞) and  : [a;∞)→ [0;∞) continuous (2.3)
and
∃r ¿ 0 with r
w(r)supn∈N[supt∈[a;2(tn)]
∫ (tn)
a (s)|Gn(t; s)|Ds]
¿ 1; (2.4)
here Gn(t; s) is Green’s function (see [8; 9]) for
yDD(t)= 0 for t ∈ [a; tn];
y(a)= 0;
y(2(tn))= 0: (2.5)
Then (2:1) has a solution y∈C[a;∞) with |y(t)|6 r for t ∈ [a;∞).
Remark 2.1. By C[a;∞) we mean the space of continuous functions u : [a;∞)→ R.
Proof. Fix n∈N and consider the boundary value problem
yDD(t) + f(t; y((t)))= 0 for t ∈ [a; tn];
y(a)= 0; (2:6)n
y(2(tn))= 0:
We begin by showing that (2:6)n has a solution yn ∈C[a; 2(tn)] with |yn(t)|¡r for
t ∈ [a; 2(tn)] (note also that yDDn ∈Crd[a; tn] since yn =yn ◦  is rd-continuous on [a; tn]).
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Remark 2.2. By C[a; 2(tn)] we mean the Banach space of continuous functions y : [a; 2(tn)]→ R
equipped with the norm |y|n=supt∈[a;2(tn)] |y(t)|. Crd[a; tn] is the space of rd-continuous functions
[11] on [a; b].
To see the above we will use Theorem 1.1, so we consider the boundary value problem
yDD(t) + f(t; y((t)))= 0 for t ∈ [a; tn];
y(a)= 0; (2:7)n
y(2(tn))= 0
for 0¡¡ 1. Solving (2:7)n is equivalent [9] to solving the %xed point problem y= Ny where
N :C[a; 2(tn)]→ C[a; 2(tn)] is given by
Ny(t)=
∫ (tn)
a
Gn(t; s)f(s; y((s)))Ds:
In [4] we showed that
N :C[a; 2(tn)]→ C[a; 2(tn)] is continuous and completely continuous: (2.8)
Next, let y be any solution of y= Ny for 0¡¡ 1. Then, for t ∈ [a; 2(tn)] we have from
[10, p. 38] or [11, p. 35] that
|y(t)|6
∫ (tn)
a
|Gn(t; s)|(s)w(|y((s))|)Ds
6w(|y|n)
∫ (tn)
a
|Gn(t; s)|(s)Ds
6w(|y|n)sup
n∈N
[
sup
t∈[a;2(tn)]
∫ (tn)
a
(s)|Gn(t; s)|Ds
]
;
where |y|n=supt∈[a;2(tn)]|y(t)|. Consequently,
|y|n
w(|y|n)supn∈N [supt∈[a;2(tn)]
∫ (tn)
a (s) |Gn(t; s)|Ds]
6 1: (2.9)
Now (2.4) and (2.9) imply |y|n = r. Let
E=C[a; 2(tn)] and U = {u∈C[a; 2(tn)] : |u|n ¡ r}:
Now Theorem 1.1 (notice (A2) does not hold since any solution of y= Ny with 0¡¡ 1 satis%es
|y|n = r) guarantees that N has a %xed point yn ∈ HU , i.e. (2:6)n has a solution yn ∈C[a; 2(tn)] with
|yn|n ¡ r (note |yn|n6 r by Theorem 1.1 but |yn|n = r by an argument similar to the one above).
We can use this argument for each n∈N.
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For k ∈N let
uk(t)=
{
yk(t); t ∈ [a; 2(tk)];
0; t ∈ [2(tk);∞):
Let S = {uk}∞k=1. Notice that
|uk(x)|¡r for x∈ [a; 2(t1)]; k ∈N:
Also for k ∈N and t ∈ [a; 2(t1)] we have
uk(t)=
∫ (t1)
a
G1(t; s)f(s; uk((s)))Ds+ t
uk(2(t1))
2(t1)
:
Thus, for k ∈N and t; x∈ [a; 2(t1)] we have
uk(t)− uk(x)=
∫ (t1)
a
[G1(t; s)− G1(x; s)]f(s; uk((s)))Ds+ (t − x)uk(
2(t1))
2(t1)
and this together with (2.3) and [11, p. 35] yields
|uk(t)− uk(x)|6w(r)
∫ (t1)
a
|G1(t; s)− G1(x; s)|(s)Ds+ |t − x| r2(t1) :
The ArzelLa–Ascoli Theorem [12] guarantees that there is a subsequence N?1 of N and a function
z1 ∈C[a; 2(t1)] with uk → z1 in C[a; 2(t1)] as k →∞ through N?1 . Let N1 =N?1 \ {1}. Notice that
|uk(x)|¡r for x∈ [a; 2(t2)]; k ∈N1:
Also for k ∈N1 and t; x∈ [a; 2(t2)] we have
|uk(t)− uk(x)|6w(r)
∫ (t2)
a
|G2(t; s)− G2(x; s)|(s)Ds+ |t − x| r2(t2) :
The ArzelLa–Ascoli Theorem guarantees that there is a subsequence N?2 of N1 and a function
z2 ∈C[a; 2(t2)] with uk → z2 in C[a; 2(t2)] as k →∞ through N?2 . Note that z1 = z2 on [a; 2(t1)]
since N?2 ⊆ N1. Let N2 =N?2 \ {2}. Proceed inductively to obtain for m∈{3; 4; : : :} a subsequence
N?m of Nm−1 and a function zm ∈C[a; 2(tm)] with uk → zm in C[a; 2(tm)] as k →∞ through N?m .
Then let Nm=N?m \ {m}.
De%ne a function y as follows. Fix x∈ (a;∞) and let m∈N with x6 2(tm). Then de%ne
y(x)= zm(x). Then y∈C[a;∞), y(a)= 0 and |y(x)|6 r for x∈ [a;∞). Again %x x∈ (a;∞) and
let m∈N with x6 2(tm). Then for n∈Nm we have
un(x)=
∫ (tm)
a
Gm(x; s)f(s; un((s)))Ds+ x
un(2(tm))
2(tm)
:
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Let n→∞ through Nm (using [10, p. 38] or [11, p. 35]) to obtain
zm(x)=
∫ (tm)
a
Gm(x; s)f(s; zm((s)))Ds+ x
zm(2(tm))
2(tm)
;
i.e.
y(x)=
∫ (tm)
a
Gm(x; s)f(s; y((s)))Ds+ x
y(2(tm))
2(tm)
:
We can use this argument for each x∈ [a; 2(tm)], and for each m∈N. Thus
yDD(t) + f(t; y((t)))= 0 for t ∈ [a; tm]
for each m∈N.
Remark 2.3. It is easy to check whether the requirement that w : [0;∞) → [0;∞) (as described in
(2.3)) be nondecreasing can be omitted, provided (2.4) is replaced by
∃r ¿ 0 with r
[supz∈[0; r] w(z)] supn∈N [supt∈[a;2(tn)]
∫ (tn)
a (s)|Gn(t; s)|Ds]
¿ 1:
Remark 2.4. We note that it is easy to establish the analogue of Theorem 2.1 for the boundary
value problem
yDD(t) + f(t; y((t)))= 0; for t ∈ [a;∞);
*y(a)− +yD(a)= ,; *¿ 0; +¿ 0 with *2 + +2¿ 0;
y(t) is bounded for t ∈ [a;∞):
In this case, the function Gn(t; s) in the analogue of (2.4) is Green’s function for
yDD(t)= 0 for t ∈ [a; tn];
*y(a)− +yD(a)= 0;
y(2(tn))= 0:
Next we present an existence result based on the notion of upper and lower solutions. By an
upper solution + to (2.1) we mean a function +∈C[a;∞) with
+DD(t) + f(t; +((t)))6 0 for t ∈ [a;∞);
+(a)¿ 0;
+(t) is bounded for t ∈ [a;∞);
(2.10)
and by a lower solution * to (2.1) we mean a function *∈C[a;∞) with
*DD(t) + f(t; *((t)))¿ 0 for t ∈ [a;∞);
*(a)6 0;
*(t) is bounded for t ∈ [a;∞):
(2.11)
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Theorem 2.2. Suppose (2:2) holds and there exists *; + respectively lower and upper solutions to
(2:1) with *(t)6 +(t) for t ∈ [a;∞). Then (2:1) has a solution y∈C[a;∞) with *(t)6y(t)6 +(t)
for t ∈ [a;∞).
Proof. Fix n∈N and consider the boundary value problem
yDD(t) + f(t; y((t)))= 0 for t ∈ [a; tn];
y(a)= 0; (2:12)n
y(2(tn))=
*(2(tn)) + +(2(tn))
2
:
We %rst show (2:12)n has a solution yn ∈C[a; 2(tn)] with *(t)6yn(t)6 +(t) for t ∈ [a; 2(tn)]. To
see this we use Theorem 1.2, so the idea is to look at the boundary value problem
yDD(t) + f?(t; y((t)))= 0 for t ∈ [a; tn];
y(a)= 0; (2:13)n
y(2(tn))=
*(2(tn)) + +(2(tn))
2
;
where
f?(t; u)=


f(t; +((t))) +
u− +((t))
1 + |u| if u¿ +((t));
f(t; u) if *((t))6 u6 +((t));
f(t; *((t))) +
u− *((t))
1 + |u| if u6 *((t)):
Solving (2:13)n is equivalent to solving the %xed point problem y=Ny where N :C[a; 2(tn)] →
C[a; 2(tn)] is given by
Ny(t)= hn(t) +
∫ (tn)
a
Gn(t; s)f(s; y((s)))Ds;
where Gn is as described in (2.5) and hn is the solution of
yDD(t)= 0 for t ∈ [a; tn];
y(a)= 0;
y(2(tn))=
*(2(tn)) + +(2(tn))
2
:
(2.14)
It is easy to see [4] (note f? is bounded) that
N :C[a; 2(tn)]→ C[a; 2(tn)] is continuous and compact: (2.15)
Now, Theorem 1.2 guarantees that (2:13)n has a solution yn ∈C[a; 2(tn)]. In fact, the argument in
[6] guarantees that
*(t)6yn(t)6 +(t) for t ∈ [a; 2(tn)]: (2.16)
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Consequently, yn is a solution of (2:12)n with (2.16) holding.
For k ∈N let
uk(t)=
{
yk(t); t ∈ [a; 2(tk)];
yk(2(tk)); t ∈ [2(tk);∞):
Proceed inductively as in Theorem 2.1 to obtain for m∈{1; 2; : : :} a subsequence N?m of Nm−1 (here
N0 =N) and a function zm ∈C[a; 2(tm)] with uk → zm in C[a; 2(tm)] as k →∞ through N?m . Then
let Nm=N?m \ {m}.
De%ne a function y as follows. Fix x∈ (a;∞) and let m∈N with x6 2(tm). Then de%ne
y(x)= zm(x). Then y∈C[a;∞), y(a)= 0 and *(x)6y(x)6 +(x) for x∈ [a;∞). Essentially the
same reasoning as in Theorem 2.1 guarantees that
yDD(t) + f(t; y((t)))= 0 for t ∈ [a; tm]
for each m∈N.
Remark 2.5. The ideas in Theorem 2.2 extend to the boundary value problem
yDD(t) + f(t; y((t)))= 0 for t ∈ [a;∞);
y(a)= ,;
y(t) is bounded for t ∈ [a;∞):
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